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elcomsoft phone scrambler is a secure phone call interceptor for ios 8, ios 9, ios 10 and ios 11. it can
be used to intercept and analyze phone calls for both encrypted and unencrypted devices. the tool is
based on the elcomsoft phone breaker technology which allows easy and secure access to files on an

ios device, including pictures, videos, contacts, calendars, notes, passwords, and other sensitive
data. using elcomsoft phone scrambler is as easy as using the official apple ios device software. once

installed on an ios device, elcomsoft phone scrambler can be configured to automatically initiate
calls or capture calls. it can be used as a stand-alone product or part of the elcomsoft phone breaker

suite. elcomsoft phone password recovery is a secure device password recovery tool for windows
phone 8 and windows phone 8.1. the tool can remove or recover lost or forgotten windows phone

passwords. the recovery process is highly efficient, safe and easy to use. elcomsoft phone password
recovery can use powerful processing units of your amd and nvidia video cards to remove, replace or
recover passwords protecting windows phone documents faster. it supports all versions of microsoft
office from version 2.0 to 2019. its highly-optimized low-level code ensures the quickest recovery of

the most complex passwords. elcomsoft phone password recovery is a secure device password
recovery tool for windows phone 8 and windows phone 8.1. the tool can remove or recover lost or
forgotten windows phone passwords. the recovery process is highly efficient, safe and easy to use.

elcomsoft phone password recovery can use powerful processing units of your amd and nvidia video
cards to remove, replace or recover passwords protecting windows phone documents faster. its
highly-optimized low-level code ensures the quickest recovery of the most complex passwords.
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this tool will not disappoint you if you encounter files with the most complicated passwords.
elcomsoft password recovery bundle forensic can be used to access password-protected files and
documents. it can quickly recover password-protected files and is very cost-effective. elcomsoft

phone viewer can access a multitude of information from a wide range of mobile devices, including
smart phones, tablets, and other portable devices running ios, blackberry, windows phone, and
android. with this free software you can retrieve the data from the encrypted backups and even

decrypt the data directly from the cloud. keyboards, webcams and other small devices can be used
to conceal and retrieve information. elcomsoft password recovery tools work with the most powerful
mobile devices and are suitable for corporate and government customers. the tools can recover the

most complex passwords. elcomsoft phone viewer for mac can access a multitude of information
from a wide range of mobile devices, including smart phones, tablets, and other portable devices
running ios, blackberry, windows phone, and android. with this free software you can retrieve the

data from the encrypted backups and even decrypt the data directly from the cloud. this software is
a professional tool that allows you to remove passwords from multiple file formats including word,

excel, pdf and others. assembling a large number of objects. the elcomsoft password recovery tools
have been tested by large corporations and government institutions. customers perform the largest

number of keys and attacks possible. the tools have been subject to rigorous internal testing and
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were installed and tested by large customers. distributed attacks that support up to 10,000
workstations and linear scaling. elcomsoft password recovery tools have been proven to be the most

efficient, easiest-to-use, and least expensive on the market based on both in-house testing and
feedback from elcomsoft valued customers. 5ec8ef588b
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